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About This Game

You are a russian prisoner who just arrived in the russian prison and knows nothing about prison life, you enter in the cell, and
then everything depends on you ...

This is a test game in which you can learn life in prison, prison customs, prison riddles and answers to them, find out who are
the prisoners and what they are in prison for, to find respected articles and others.

Features:
-Learen life in the prison, prison riddles and answers to them, prison customs

-You can be a russian prisoner who just arrived at the zone
-Find out who are the prisoners and why they are in prison

-Genre game: logic game-test
-Simple and fun gameplay (just choose the answer from the suggested)

-Good soundtrack
-Steam achievements
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Specs for DEFCON Soundtrack:

* Format: MP3
* Soundtrack length: 45m 52s
* Total size: 63 MB
* 44100 Hz sample rate
* 192 kpbs bitrate
* Stereo

Steam downloads game soundtracks to a separate folder in your game's Steamapps directory. You can right-click on a game in
your Steam Library, select Properties>Local Files and click Browse Local Files to access that game's directory.

The soundtrack itself consists of 8 tracks with no unique titles: they're basically arranged versions of the music from the game.
You can individually extract these yourself - along with about 10 more minutes of music and the sound effects from the game, all
in OGG format - from the game's sound.dat file...by literally opening it in 7Zip. I love that, by the way. More games need to have
their sound effects accessible.

As for the music itself, it's very good stuff; all around haunting, evocative, beautiful and very fitting. If you want to support the
musicians & developers, I would still recommend purchasing this. The arrangement makes for easy listening as well (technically
easy, that is) so I'd say you still get decent value for your money.. This isn't a Futuristic pack - it is a Futuristic pack with extra
Modern Tilesets. Yeah, it's weird. For $20, I wanted a full game, futuristic icons, futuristic actors, and more.

Wait until it goes on sale for ~$5. At $20, it is not worth it.. Steam should remove the Linux version of this game, see the forum for
game-breaking bugs that the developer will be fixing 'next week'\/'soon' ... for far too many months now. No status updates, no
realistic timeline for patches, no good reason to keep the game installed hoping for the mythical bugfix.

Cannot comment on the actual game though as it's somewhat hard to play it when you cannot even read mission objectives.. fun fun
fun.....
challenging enough, and takes some time to finish (no shortcuts)... maybe not so much as the time it took me ...... but some time. you
will get your money's worth, I would say.
23h and 190 game days.

The game is fun and has a good difficulty. The graphics serve their purpose, the audio is just fine, etc etc ;)

8/10. So excited to see this come out as official dlc. Excellent job with the game and all the details. Looks fantastic and plays great.
Keep up the amazing work. I hope to see more Zombicide expansions in the near future.. To anyone considering buying this, its been
confirmed its switching to unreal engine 4.

http:\/\/mintagestudios.net\/forum\/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=9

I would recommend buying a copy of this now before the price goes up as it likely will when the engine changes. Whats there
now is ok, kind of fun arcade game. This could well turn into a great game of which its genre is seriously lacking in choices,
arcade style rpg with coop the closest good game like that i know of is alien swarm for free here on steam.
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I bought this DLC in '12-'13, about 4-5 years ago as of this review. Since that time DAR has been bugged for myself and many
other people and has not received a fix.

See for yourself how many people are having problems: 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/1250\/discussions\/search\/?q=DAR

Selecting DAR (and other DLC skins) does not save, requiring the user to re-select it for every single game. I've also searched
high and low while troubleshooting - Steam forum, Tripwire forum, Google, and Biggun 93's "How to fix technical problems"
guide. I've also erased my \/system folder, flushed the Steam config, deleted my Steam .blob files, verified game cache, and
even locked my user.ini file to read-only mode. Nothing is working.

Due to this and how long this has been a problem without any work or fix from Tripwire, I can not and will not recommend this
DLC to anyone.. A fun game, indeed.

But can be frustrating at times. Since the money, upgrades and trace follow to the next level. So if you screw up in the early
level you might have to pay for it later.. 10\/10 making coffee great since 1404. I fully recomment this wagon pack to anyone
who fancies an extra few wagons in there add-on collection. It come's with high quality liveries and also has the wagon sound
effects which I love and all in a small price of \u00a32.99 it's well worth it. For myself I use these nearly everyday.. Well the
most frustrating and rage inducing game i ever tried.Maybe i am an idiot but the controls are just not good enough to do the the
levels where you have to be fast because the tiles break after like 2 seconds under you.The ball feels too much unresponsive to
be able to stop it at the precise moments.
Okay there are levels where i can take the slower aproach( i will never think about doing the time records) but where you have
to be fast and do things with good relflexes the controls feel to unreponsive for fast movements.Or maybe it is the phisics of the
ball that it needs some time to stop or turn so maybe it is me only that are not used to these kind of games but it is realy hard for
me maybe i should try it with a controller and would have better results.

So all in all if you like hard(i mean realy hard at least in my point of view) games where you need good control skills and good
reflexes you will have a good time with this game and i recommend it but for those who can't take multiple fails in seconds steer
clear or you will rage like hell(or like me).So for gamers who like casual puzzles i wouldn't recommend it even if it is saying
casual in the game tags.. wow :) this was such a nice game. I m sorry they won t be making the next in the series. Really hope
they change their minds this was really nice. I liked everything, the story, the jokes, the funny allusions to various flaws of all
the characters. the graphics, the puzzles, the songs everything :( now we'll never know how this ends :(, however I can say that
this as a standalone game has a satisfying storyline of its own. I highly recommend it, for me it really had that monkey island
feel but in a unique way.. Absolutely Amazing.. First impression.
1. Woke up in an escape pod with no clue on what has happend.
2. Went outside and got chased by a big♥♥♥♥♥dino-crocodile.
3. Escaped into the woods where I meet a random dude who wanted to trade some stuff.
4. Walked a bit further and heard big thumping foot steps and a roar.
5. Hid in a bush and saw a big Tyranosaurus approaching.
6. Threw two spears after it and got chased by the Rexy.
7. Got eaten by Rexy
8. Started a new game.

This game has so much potential. Just this unbeliveable beautifull graphic and intense atmospheric enviroment. I only wish and
hope the developers has a point in this game and that is not another dead early access game.. Terrible, I want to support rugby
games but supporting this is just encouraging them not to try. Rule changes since 2005 haven't been updated, ridiculous player
transfers (Dan Carter to Harlequins for example) are incredibly simple and the database is laughable. I wanted this to be good so
well, but they haven't even tried.. Solid Zelda-alike with the occasional bit of questionably-written dialogue.
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